A POST VALENTINE’S DAY ANNOUNCEMENT

Valentine’s Day has come and gone again, and what do we have to show for it? A romantic memory with a long term significant other? A fuzzy memory with a short term not-so-significant other? An empty carton of Ben and Jerry’s and a completed second season of House of Cards? A triple-checked, immaculate thermodynamics pset? All of the above (what?)? Regardless of your answer, your day probably could have been better with a little pre-planning and forethought. Since hindsight is 20-20, we’ll take a moment now to reflect on how this V day could have been even better. You’ll want to remember these tips for next year; we suggest swiping this copy of Hare Today and stapling it to your ceiling as a constant reminder. It’s that important.

- **Make reservations early. Really early.** Like, you should be calling now. HUDS on Valentine’s Day does not a date impress.

- **Everyone wants a date on Valentine’s Day.** So if you’re ever going to have a chance with that sophomore you’ve been eyeing, now’s your shot. #YOLO

- **Don’t have a date? Have a back up plan.** Lacking a date is fine, but spending the night alone is a sure-fire way to tears and facebook stalking of ex’s. If you don’t have a date, make plans with friends to do something fun!

- **Flowers? Chocolates?** Gifts are nice, but there’s no need to break the bank. A single rose packs an elegant punch at a reasonable price, and additionally contains 0 calories. Everyone wins. *Side note- Forgetting to buy flowers on Valentine’s Day might make you look bad, but buying flowers on any other day of the year is an instant win. Give it a shot and reap the adoration.

- **Nothing says “You’re Special” like a handmade card.** Turns out, you had the most game of your life when you were 6. Channel your inner pre-schooler.

- **Don’t stress!** Valentine’s Day might come once a year, but there’s 52 Friday nights annually; ask someone out for any one of them!

---

HOUSE EVENTS

- **2/19 7:00 pm** HouseYoga
- **2/20 5:00 pm** Not Just Sherry Hour
- **2/20 5:30 pm** Community Dinner
- **2/21 6:30 pm** Chamber Music
- **2/21 12:00 pm** Deadline for Senior Lottery

---

MYSTERY MOVIE QUOTE

“If you build it, he will come.”

Last Week’s Quote was from: The Notebook
[“If you’re a bird, I’m a bird.”]
**REMINDER: DEADLINE TO ENTER THE SENIOR LOTTERY IS FRIDAY FEBRUARY 21ST AT NOON!**

---

**WINTER HAPPENINGS**

For some of you, the flurry of snowstorms this winter (pun intended) may have impeded your travel about campus. Maybe you didn’t get out for a day; it’s totally possible that something small “snowballed” out of control in that without you noticing (pun still intended). If that is the case, then allow the Hare Today to catch you up on some of the things “snowing” on around campus in that time (okay, last snow pun, I swear).

*Early December*—Somewhere in the Yard, a freshman from Southern California or something complained about how cold it was already. His/Her roommate, probably from Minnesota or somewhere similar, presumably chuckled about it while wearing shorts and told them “Just you wait”.

*Later December*—I found two snowflakes that were totally the same the one day. No, really! Well, you can’t disprove it, so there.

*January, J-Term*—Two Leverett students attempt to create a multi-room ice fort in the tower courtyard, which they call “E Entryway”. The newly-formed E Igloo later attempts to secede from Leverett, only to lose their snowball war for independence.

*January, In-Term*: A demonstration protesting Harvard’s low admittance rate for snowmen is cut short when the temperature temporarily rises above 32 degrees, leading to all of the protestors melting.

*February*—The snow this past Thursday gets so bad that I don’t go to classes for the day. This makes it functionally identical to every other day of the previous two weeks, but now I have an excuse, so I feel a little better about it.

---

**COLLEGE LAUNDRY**

2/17 8:30 PM Squash vs. Mather
2/18 7:30 PM C Basketball vs. Dunster
2/18 8:30 PM C Basketball vs. Dunster
2/19 10:00 PM Hockey vs. Winthrop
2/20 7:30 B Basketball vs Dunster

---

**LEVERETT INTRAMURALS**

---